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Finding experienced labour on farm can be difficult, particularly when it comes to working with livestock.
Handling heavy sheep can present us with physical challenge and at times it can be dangerous. The use of
a sheep handler can reduce the requirement for physical strength and endurance. At the least, this means
operators can get high numbers of sheep through the yards for animal husbandry weighing or scoring
without feeling exhausted at the end of the day. By Mark Saunders and Ben White
mproved throughput, reduced
physical effort, safer operation and
less stress for the animal and worker
in the yards are just a handful of
improvements a well setup sheep handler
can offer.
Achieving these benefits usually relies on
both optimal placement of the handler in the

www.farmingahead.com.au

yards, but also requires a lead-up race and
forcing pen that will feed the handler with
fewer personnel.
Kondinin Group researchers inspected
around a dozen setups from Clipex, Te
Pari, Combi-Clamp, Peak Hill, Gallagher,
Proway and DE Engineers.
These were mostly set up in yards which
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had been built or modified to accommodate
the handler.
In some cases the handler was shared
between numerous sets of yards, with the
ability to be put into transport mode and
towed behind a ute. This adaptability means
additional value can be extracted from the
investment in a handler.
No. 123 April 2020 Research Report
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Handlers make light work
of sheep work
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Get stuck in: There is a lot to understand
about sheep handler features and operation.
This Research Report features handler details
and tips from owners. Photo: Mark Saunders
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Sheep handlers can be powered manually,
operated or employ air or hydraulics to
handle sheep. They are broadly categorised
into three different styles:

Clamp in standing position:
This style restrains the sheep by
clamping it in the standing position
to allow simple operations to be
performed on the animal. Examples
include sampling, mouthing, scoring,
drenching, vaccinating, tagging,
back-lining and weighing. In some
instances and with practice, the animal
can be clamped to allow foot paring
or a light crutch. Examples include
Combi Clamp, Peak Hill Industries
Immobilizer, Te Pari Racewell,
Hecton Stock Worker and the
Dandaragan handler.
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Capture and rotate:
These handlers clamp the sheep before
rotating to 90 or 180 degrees for
weighing, sampling, mouthing, scoring,
drenching, vaccinating and tagging.
Some models also provide access for
full crutching and wigging. Examples
of capture and rotate handlers
include Clipex, Gallagher, Peak Hill
Industries Peakhandler and the Hecton
sheep handler.

Bulk handlers:
Bulk handlers handle 20-30 animals
at a time, elevating sheep legs off the
ground so they don’t have any traction.
This also leads to sheep tending to
lift their head. Around a race-width
wide, bulk handlers are designed to
slot into or onto the end of an existing
race in the yards. Available in a fixed
or portable style with removable
wheels for towing, bulk handlers use
either hydraulics or air to power the
lift mechanism.

Other options:
Sheep conveyors comprise two angled belts in a V formation to elevate sheep off the ground.
The belts are about 5m long and feed sheep continuously towards an operator for scoring,
mouthing, tagging, drenching, needling or backlining. Makes and models include Arrowquip
V-Express, Peak Hill Industries VeeEzy and Harrington V.E. Depending on the model and
vintage, some conveyors have adjustable belt speed and/or optional stop and go controls.
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In the 2019 National Agricultural Survey,
38 per cent of growers indicated they had
recently done, or planned to invest in sheep
yard infrastructure upgrades.
If considering upgrading yards, it is worth
making allowances for a sheep handler at
the time of the build or into the future. With
operator safety in mind, the days of manual
handling sheep, particularly large frame and
rams are numbered.
Making provision could be as simple as
ensuring a couple of panels in the race are
pinned or bolted for easy removal or making
sure a towed handler can be driven into the
yards behind a vehicle.

POWER AND AIR
Also consider power or air requirements.
If the yards are undercover, these are best
routed along the roof structure and can
hang down to where they are needed. Some
operators have cables suspended on a wire
track so they can be shifted into position or
stored out of the way when not being used.

Hecton sheep handler.

OTHER MODELS AND
PERFORMANCE
With a flourishing market for sheep, there
are new sheep handling options continually
being brought to market. Some have been
around for a while, but are not represented
in large numbers in the Kondinin Group
National Agricultural Survey. These
include the Hecton and Dandaragan sheep
handlers, Perkinz Drenchmaster and Arrow
Farmquip handler.

Dandaragan sheep handler.

MORE INFORMATION
Kondinin Group researchers have
previously tested individual sheep
handler performance and this report is
supported by previous findings.
See more details of other models
and performance data in Research
Report No. 093 October 2017.
www.farmingahead.com.au

Perkinz Drenchmaster sheep handler.
© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
not permitted without permission. Freecall 1800 677 761
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Combi Clamp

T

he Combi Clamp is available
through Landmark/Nutriens
dealerships and is a “no power
required” handler which uses
the weight of the operator and some
clever geometry to action the clamping
mechanism.
In the 2017 Kondinin Group testing, the
Combi Clamp recorded the fastest sheep
throughput for drenching.
The modular unit comprises the main

squeeze clamp, lead-up race and an optional
three-way drafter. The squeeze clamp is
actuated by the weight of the operator on
a foot panel, meaning the Combi Clamp
requires no air or power to use.
Catering for left or right-handed
operators, the unit has adjustments for either
configuration.
The squeeze mechanism can be adjusted
to accommodate different sized animals in
two ways; for larger adjustments, shifting

the hinging point into one of the three sets
of hinge hole positions under the handler to
shift the actuated side of the clamp module,
or for smaller adjustments, lifting and
shifting the stationary wall on the operator
side into one of three pairs of positions
spaced at 25mm increments.
Pricing: $9306 including GST for the
standard unit and three-way draft.
More details: www.combiclamp.co.nz

Nothing to plug into the Combi Clamp for operation, the handler uses the weight of the operator to clamp the sheep.
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Fastidious approach drives
efficiency at Wandook East

A

ndrew Hermiston is extremely
fussy when it comes to looking
after his sheep at his family
property, East Wandook, 30km
east of Deniliquin, New South Wales.
Andrew is currently running about
1300 Merino ewes and is in the process of
building flock numbers back to about 2000.
He unashamedly admits he is probably not
the world’s most natural livestock person,
but doesn’t cut any corners when it comes
to looking after sheep.
“Like many, we were forced to have a
good look at our sheep management during
the millennial drought,” Andrew said.
“So in about 2007, we bought a Combi
Clamp in an effort to be more efficient with
our sheep handling which also included the
introduction of stock containment areas.
“Also, the Dorset and White Suffolk rams
we use can be 130-140kg and I want to be
able to enjoy farming in my ripe old age.
I simply could not look after the rams how I
wanted without the better handling facilities.”
Andrew uses the Combi Clamp primarily
for drafting and weaning ewes and lambs (in
a three or four-way draft) and weighing stock.
“The Combi Clamp and the stock
containment areas would have to be two of
the best investments I have made. I also did
a Lifetime Ewe Management course which
was fantastic. These things have been real
eye openers in terms of helping me manage
the ewes and lambs better.
“Coming out of the drought, it allowed
us to keep and manage lambs that would
otherwise have been literally worthless.
“Plus it’s making the sheep work safer
and more enjoyable for me and any
employees. We have a very accurate picture
of what is going on.”
Next on Andrew’s list is a potential
complete rebuild of his ageing sheepyards
and the introduction of Radio Frequency ID
(RFID) tags.
The Combi Clamp is able to be moved
around and is slid out of the yards and
replaced with pregnancy scanning gear
when required.
Andrew also likes the flexibility of the
Combi Clamp.
“We can use it for a 20kg lambs and five
minutes later there can be 120kg ram in
there with some small adjustments.
“It makes sheep work a pleasure.”
www.farmingahead.com.au

Clamp joy: Andrew Hermiston is using a Combi Clamp as part of ongoing improvements to his sheep yards.
Photo: Mark Saunders
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Better handling: Noel Graham uses a
Clipex Contractor and RFID tags to help
better manage his sheep and lambs.
Photo: Mark Saunders
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Clipex Contractor

T

he Clipex Contractor is an
automated automated handler
which can catch, tilt and auto draft.
Sensors which are used to open
and close the entry door to the clamp are
above the clamp, fitted in a large steel frame
which swivels over the clamp when in use.

8
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Once clamped in the Clipex, sheep can
be tipped on their side, with the tipping
action towards the operator. Front and rear
panels on the top of the clamp can be open
and shut to provide access to the head and
rear of the sheep. This makes wigging and
dagging possible as well as some hoof

work and further crutching if required.
Pregnancy scanning is also possible.
The Contractor is available as a base
model or in a portable version.
Pricing: $29,999 including GST
More details: www.clipex.com.au
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Handling sheep more
efficiently at Deniliquin

N

oel Graham has been enjoying
the benefits of using a sheep
handler for a couple of years.
Noel his wife Louise, son
Alex and his partner Zara run a mixed
farming business, Corunna, which includes
a 1500-head, self-replacing Merino flock
about 35km west of Deniliquin, New
South Wales.
In 2018 he started to look at sheep
handler options and decided to purchase a
Clipex Contractor unit and three-way draft
after getting a “field day special” at the
Elmore Field Days.
The Contractor was part of a decision to
actively manage livestock better, including
the use of electronic identification (eID)
tags and a Stock Containment Area (SCA)
as water and feed became scarce.
“We have seen some great benefits
of the data gathering and using a sheep
handler, especially in the past 12 months,”
Noel said.
“Ewes are scanned and with the eIDs,
we can very easily weigh and draft
them before lambing according to their
pregnancy status.
“With the SCA, there is no estimating.
We know weights accurately and manage
sheep and lambs accordingly, knowing
growth rates or lack thereof.”
The Contractor has been incorporated into
a set of yards which is about 20-years-old
and Noel said it took a few goes to get the
handler in the right place.
“Our yards are a bugle design so sheep
flow is pretty good but the feed into the
handler is a key to having it work properly.
We found having three sheep in the lead up
race is ideal.”
Lambs are generally sold over-the-hooks
with local saleyards used occasionally.
Noel said he is able to draft and manage
1000 ewes and lambs in the yard on his own
with a couple of good dogs which saves
time and labour.
“The Contractor is used for general
husbandry, for example, backlining and
drenching and we have gone from two or
three men to just one with a couple of dogs
with very little stress.”
Noel said the remote control of the Clipex
is a great feature and he has had no issues
with the Contractor’s performance.
The handler is used in conjunction with
www.farmingahead.com.au

Yards in front: Noel Graham has plans to incorporate some cover for his sheep yards. Photo: Mark Saunders

TrueTest XR 5000 scale head which Noel
said is very easy to operate and easily seen
from a distance.
“The eID sensors and weighing gear are
very robust and there is also an audible

© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
not permitted without permission. Freecall 1800 677 761

alert to let you know the sheep has been
identified and weighed.”
Next on Noel’s “to do” list is some cover
for the area where the Clipex and weighing/
drafting station is located.
No. 123 April 2020 Research Report
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The air-operated Murray bulk handler
is made in Western Australia by
DE Engineers and features two elevating
vee race cradles. Photo Ben White
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DE Engineers Murray bulk handler

B

uilt by Western Australian
company DE Engineers, the
Murray sheep handler is largely
fabricated using Duragal SHS
frame and formed sheet metal along the
walls and in three folded sections that form
two vee-shapes running the length of the
7.1m long races.
The overall machine is 8m in length and
is designed to be easily transported, with
a section of the checker-plate operator
platform lifting out to reveal an SHS stub
axle socket. A drawbar can be bolted to
the front and the unit towed carefully at a
modest speed.
Designed as a dual race with a checkerplate floor, the three inner sections form
two vees to lift the sheep off the floor using
compressed air from a receiver.
The air inflates a tyre on the off-side of
the handler which expands to provide the
lifting force on series of arms that elevate
the formed metal sections up and back to
lift the sheep.
For smaller-bodied sheep or lambs,

a second set of drop-in formed, sheet metal
lamb-cradle panel sections fix over the
top of the originals to narrow the vee and
bottom gap.
Lift height is governed by a set-screw
fixed to the expanding tyre rim and lift
actuation is via a three-way air tap on the
near side of the back of the race.
Sheep run into the handler and the vee
cradles elevated as approaching full, the rear
guillotine gate is closed and the operator
moves from the rear to the front performing
operations along the way. Once at the front,
the operator opens the front gate before
returning to lower the sheep onto the floor
and they run out.
The sprung front gate can be closed and
latched using a cable-linkage lever from the
rear of the race once sheep have all exited as
the operator moves to the back of the race to
reload the handler.
Construction is reasonably heavy with
sound weldments although the rear gate
hinge could be strengthened, but overall the
handler is easy to operate.

The back end.

Tyre inflation lift system.
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In terms of air requirements, the
manufacturer suggests only a small air
compressor is required to pressurise the tyre
and lift the sheep, but because of the volume
required, an air receiver is arguably needed.
According to the manufacturer, a 35m
length of 25mm metric polyethylene pipe
is suffice as a receiver. By our calculations
that holds just 12 litres of air. Both operators
we spoke to had a higher capacity air
compressor or utilised an air receiver in-line
to store sufficient air volume for a quick lift.
The unit inspected on Kit Anderson’s
farm near Kojonup, Western Australia was
used for backlining ewes off-shears. But
the ewes were a little slippery, potentially
requiring the insertion of the lamb panels.
Kit had added some rear gates said plans
were in play to fit a ramp up into the handler
to improve flow.
About 22-25 ewes could be loaded into
the handler at a time.
Pricing: $23,100 including GST
More details: www.deengineers.com.au

For smaller-bodied sheep, the lamb cradle
inserts may be required.
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No worries Murray

K

ingston, South Australia farmer
Jack England has around 8000
breeder ewes on-farm and has
put more than 30,000 ewes and
lambs through his Murray sheep handler in
a little over 12 months.
Jack says that he has fitted a small
accumulator tank to the side of the handler.
He has also run an air hose with second tap
to the front of the handler so the air release
for lowering the sheep onto the deck can be
done from both ends. The compressor runs
on a standard air hose, 80m away from the
handler so it cannot be heard.
Jack reports that he had to put some
timber inserts where sheep enter the handler
and has also welded some brackets for a
ramp and some gates at the back.
Freshly weaned merino and crossbred
lambs up about three-months-old have
taken some time to get used to the handler,
particularly the first time through according

to Jack. He says that using the handler
optimally, particularly with lambs, requires
a little practice.
“If you get greedy, then they love to
crowd surf and jump out,” he cautions, but
adds that to overcome this, “the operator
simply needs to lift the cradles prior to
lambs piling in too much.”
Jack has strengthened the rear gate hinge
and also put a brace on the gate. He says
that when the gate is closed and the handler
lifts the sheep up, and back, the last sheep’s
backside can hit the gate and damage it.
As per the Kondinin Group inspection,
the odd lamb or skinny ewe can slip through
bottom but Jack says they are easy to
retrieve.
For larger sheep, particularly ewes, Jack
reports the handler works magically, and
while lamb inserts make it slightly slower to
fill, he says they are a must.
Jack is considering welding a length of

12mm pipe along the floor so legs don’t
slide sideways when being let down, he
says this should alleviate the issue when the
handler is not set up on level ground.
To get the most out of the handler, Jack
says it is essential to have a bait pen out
in front of the handler, particularly when
working with young lambs.
“It made a big difference when
administering a cobalt capsule to 5000
merino lambs.”
Jack says that while he has made a
number of modifications, the Murray is a
great machine and was simple to modify.
Jack says that the Murray is doing the
job for most applications and that he could
almost live without a V-conveyor machine,
but the latter has its strengths at marking
and drafting.
In a final, but important tick of approval,
Jack says of the Murray, “My staff and I
both love it.”

Jack England has put more than 30,000 sheep
through his Murray in 12 months. With some
modifications along the way, he says it is
working well. Photo: Ben White

www.farmingahead.com.au
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Creature comforts: Phil Beattie has put his
sheep yards under cover to help make handling
stock easier. Photo: Mark Saunders
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Gallagher Crutch and Dag

T

he Gallagher Crutch and Dag is
a relatively simple and robust
handling platform which is
available in either manual or
automatic catch versions.
Unlike other handlers tested, the Crutch
and Dag has a top clamping action, which
hinges the clamp from the top, forming a
V-shape. This works well and prevents any
chance of the sheep sitting down as the
clamp is actuated.

A pneumatic entry shut-off gate meters
the flow of animals into the clamp. The
automatic catch version uses a single
electronic eye mounted above the animal,
which is adjustable back and forth to finetune catching for different size animals.
The entry shut-off gate is triggered
simultaneously as the animal is captured,
and opened as the clamp is released.
The clamp is fast-acting thanks to the
rear-mounted pneumatic cylinder, and all

surfaces are lined with rubber matting,
aiding capture. The floor, including the
lead-in and exit ramps are also rubber-lined,
aiding grip and reducing noise.
The Crutch and Dag is simple to operate
and controls are straightforward, consisting
of buttons to manually catch and release,
and to tip the clamp.
Pricing: $18,052.98 including GST
More details: www.gallagher.com

OWNER CASE STUDY:

A lot to be said for a
roof over your head

H

aving a roof over his head,
and his set of yards, makes
working sheep much easier
for Phil Beattie at Rochford in
central Victoria.
Phil runs 1300 first-cross ewes, turning
out prime lambs with a target carcase
weight of 24-25kg. He had the yards re-built
about five years ago. The yards themselves
are from Proway and include a raised
drenching race and Gallagher Crutch and
Dag sheep handler.
A three-way draft can be inserted in
front of the Crutch and Dag, or scanning
equipment, depending on what job is being
performed at the time.
There is plenty of room overhead to
aid air flow and Phil has ensured there is
adequate lighting to enable working at night
if required.
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The yards were purpose built to feed into
the neighbouring shearing shed.
Phil said one of the main uses of the
Crutch and Dag is crutching the Border
Leicester and Poll Dorset rams, which can
weigh more than 100kg.
“We can crutch the rams while they are
standing which makes life much easier. For
general sheep work, I find I can do most of
it with just myself and one good dog.”
Other features of the yards which Phil
likes are the raised drenching race and
personal access gates.
“The drenching race is about 100mm off
the ground and has a lip at the bottom so
your toes can fit underneath. I can open the
race gates from one end of the race and the
personal access gates throughout the yards
are the best idea ever.”
A concrete pad sits underneath the yards

On a rise: The yards include a raised raceway and
Gallagher Crutch and Dag sheep handler.

at the forcing end of the bugle, drenching
race and around the Crutch and Dag.
Phil said when considering buying
yards, producers should be aware of quoted
capacity as more space may be required
if there is drafting of sheep into three or
four mobs.

© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
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Making the livestock industry more efﬁcient safe and proﬁtable

www.proway.com.au

Celebrating 20 years of Australian made
stock handling equipment and facilities
ProWay products are proudly designed and manufactured in Australia and are built to
last generations. If you’re considering stockyards, shearing sheds, loading ramps or
stock handling equipment, talk to ProWay about our custom design service.

We’ve recently built ProWay sheep yards and a 3 stand shearing shed.
The Sheep Bulk Handler is great, it just makes things so much easier.
I would recommend ProWay gear any day.
Brett Barnes | Nagambie, VIC

Support Australian manufacturing with the $150,000 Instant Tax Write-Off. Talk to ProWay
about facilities that make your business safer and more efﬁcient for generations to come.
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The Peakhandler beats
dragging sheep across
the board for crutching
according to “Stubby” a
contractor working with
Jeff and Peter Rintoul.
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Peak Hill Industries Peakhandler

T

he Peakhandler is a clamp and
rotate style of handler with airassist rotation. Two sheep are
typically in the handler at any
one time, one in the rotated position in a
working cradle and one in a second cradle,
clamped using compressed air and ready to
turn over. A pressure plate in the floor of the
clamping crate closes the rear gate of the
handler.
The two sheep provide a counterbalance.
This combined with the assistance of
compressed air rotation, means rotating
sheep into position requires little physical
effort.
The Peakhandler is the only machine of
those inspected that turns the animal on its
back and while sheep shouldn’t be drenched
in the inverted position, it does present the
belly for procedures including ultrasound
pregnancy-testing.
The compressed air requirement for
the handler is 550-620kPa and 226 litres
per minute (80-90psi from an eight CFM
compressor).
The design of the Peakhandler has
evolved over many years, the current

14
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style largely utilising laser-cut and folded
galvanised sheet metal components and
galvanised tube sections. Fixings are mostly
rivets and hexagonal socket shoulder
screws.
Both the clamp-force and rotation assist
force are adjustable via an easy to see
and operate control near the front of the
machine. A simple thumb switch is used to
clamp and unclamp the sheep in the crate
while the rotation uses a simple latched
handle.
All instructions are clearly labelled and
the machine decals plainly describe both
function, adjustment and servicing of the
machine.
A large red bump switch is prominent and
will lock the rotation should something go
wrong.
The Peakhandler is easily adapted to
different height sheep by rotating a topmounted crank handle. This offers up to
300mm adjustment.
Adjustment of the clamp for different
sized sheep is simple and quick with three
adjustment pins. If needed, fine tuning
can be done with a supplied spanner.

Hock hooks are fitted as standard if
required.
Kondinin Group engineers have used the
Peakhandler previously, but revisited one
in operation in Western Australia where a
vaccination, full crutch and wig was being
performed.
The Peakhandler inspected was paired
with a Peak Hill Industries 3m lead-up race
and jump-stop bar. The galvanised square
tube and sheet-metal constructed race has
anti-backing plates cleverly designed to
actuate using the weight of the sheep.
The unit weighs around 250kg and can be
transported in a standard 6x4 trailer or can
be towed slowly on farm only using a set
of optional quad bike size wheels on stub
axles. To fit the wheels, the machine can lift
itself off the ground using an optional airlift
drop-down plate.
Pricing:
Peakhandler: $11,550 including GST
3m non-back ramp (suits all machines):
$1,540 including GST
More details:
www.peakhillindustries.com.au
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Peak performance at Williams

J

eff and Peter Rintoul operate the Auburn
Valley Merino stud near Williams
in Western Australia and have had a
Peakhandler for just over 12 months.
When Kondinin Group engineers visited
in early March, the Rintoul’s were busily
crutching and vaccinating ewes through the
handler.
Jeff said the Peakhandler had performed
well and that contractors coming to crutch
and wig the sheep liked using it and it had
very good throughput.

Jeff says the only hiccup they have
encountered was that rotating sheep
became more difficult once when they
started using it.
It transpires that the cam assisting the
rotation needed some lubrication after a
period of not being used. But Jeff reports
that was easily remedied.
Jeff says that keeping the handler level
is essential for smooth operation and added
that for doing a full crutch, they have
dropped the whole handler to the lowest

height setting to make getting a full blow
easier with the handpiece down the leg on
60-65kg ewes.
At a very leisurely pace, the Rintoul’s had
a contractor performing a full crutch, wig
and vaccination.
Sheep were flowing through at a rate of
35-40 head per hour with the contractor on
the handpiece and Jeff rousing and keeping
the race fed while Peter worked the back
pens with a couple of dogs and supplied
healthy banter.

Jeff and Peter Rintoul report their Peakhandler is
performing well and that contractors prefer crutching
through the machine versus over the board.

www.farmingahead.com.au
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The Peak Hill Industries Immobilizer can be
paired with a rear access gate module and
front three-way draft. Photo Ben White

Peak Hill Industries Immobilizer

T

he Immobilizer, like the
Peakhandler is fabricated using
laser cut galvanised sheet steel
which is precision folded and fixed
with hexagonal socket shoulder screws and
rivets.
The Immobilizer is a simple clampstyle sheep handler which can be used for
weighing, drenching, ear marking, mouthing,
vaccination, backlining, condition scoring
and lightly crutching in the standing position.
Clamping pressure can be adjusted and set
using an air pressure gauge.
One feature of the Immobilizer is that
operations can be performed from either
side of the animal while many other
individual handlers have the sheep approach
from the operator’s right.
An electronic “eye” detects the sheep
entering the handler and the two panels
of textured rubber belting stretched over
a frame automatically grip and clamp the
sheep in position. Over time this rubber can
build up a layer of wool, but it easily peels
off and does not affect performance.
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The sensor can be moved along the top of
the Immobilizer frame to clamp the sheep
in different positions. This can be helpful
depending on the operation, and means
the sheep can be clamped so the head or
tail protrudes more from either end of the
handler.
Once the operation is complete, the
release button on either side be pressed to
discharge the sheep from the handler.
Adjustment for different sized animals
can be made with a supplied spanner
to loosen four fasteners and sliding the
clamping panels up or down, as well as in
or out.
The Immobilizer will accommodate
most major brands of 600mm weigh bars
and can also be paired with a three-way air
operated drafting module with a joystickstyle controller that mounts to the rear of the
Immobilizer frame.
The Immobilizer requires a 12v supply
(usually from a battery or plug-pack) to
power the sensor and solenoids as well as an
air compressor delivering 550-620kPa and

226 litres per minute (80-90psi and eight
CFM). The air-hose attachment and electrics
are easy to connect and are out of the way
of the operator.
The optional rear access gate module at
the back of the handler have an unusual
mechanism and while they take some
getting used to, can be operated from either
side and are effective at providing rear
access to the animal but also block off the
flow of sheep into the handler.
Mounted on 150mm rubber wheels, the
Immobilizer has a pair of fold-down handles
for shifting.
Instructions and maintenance decals are
all very clearly labelled. That said, there
is very little maintenance required with all
bushes being nylon.
Pricing:
Immobilizer: $7,480 including GST
Entry access module: $1,485 including GST
3-way draft: $2,475 including GST
More details:
www.peakhillindustries.com.au

© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
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Immobilizer is a labour saver

K

ondinin Group engineers met
with Angus Armstrong to look
over a recently-purchased Peak
Hill Industries Immobilizer
near Narrogin in Western Australia. The
Armstrong’s operate about 2630ha including
cropping and run around 7000 sheep in total
including wethers and one mob of Samm
ewes joined to Île-de-France rams. They
also put Samm rams over two older lines
of merino ewes to produce 1500 first-cross
lambs as well as breeder ewes.
Having used the Immobilizer for a
little over 12-months, Angus had recently
finished weighing and drafting 300 lambs
with it and says the Immobilizer saves a
full labour unit in the yards. He reckons

the 300 took he and his father less than an
hour to weigh and says there is still room
for improvement once the handler is set-up
properly in the yards and adjusted for the
smaller body size of the lambs.
Angus says the relatively long (5-6m)
section of straight singulating vee-race
leading through the draft gates into the
Immobilizer can see some sheep enter
quickly. However the sensor position can
be adjusted back a little to detect and clamp
earlier catching the sheep in the required
position.
Angus has also invested in yard
infrastructure including a roof. The
inclusion of the Immobilizer means Angus
could now work sheep through the new

yards by himself if needed with some
capable dogs.
The Armstrong’s Immobilizer is set
up in a section of race that has pinned,
removable panels. Unfortunately the race
will need some minor modifications to also
accommodate the three-way draft, but this
will be done by shortening the draft gates.
Currently, the handler is brought in and
out of the yards with the ute, being run
up a set of quad bike ramps onto the tray,
although if needed, a tractor and a set of
forks can be used.
Angus says that at some stage the handler
will be permanently fixed in position with
plans for a diversion race running into it in
the future.

Extracting value from an investment in new covered yards, Angus Armstrong says the Immobilizer reduces the labour requirement for sheep work.
www.farmingahead.com.au
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Peak Hill ShearEzy: Tackling heavy
rams with clever technology

S

hearing rams can be a daunting and
physically demanding task – even
more so when the rams weigh 130140kg.
But Judy and Craig Ross, who run 2500
Dohne and first-cross ewes (including
replacements) at Rockbank, near Balmoral
in south-west Victoria, have tackled the
issue with the introduction of shearing
contractor Allan Ward and his Peak Hill
Industries ShearEzy mobile shearing plant.
The ShearEzy is able to flip a ram onto
its back, allowing the shearer to shear the
sheep while the shearer is standing up.
The ram can be rolled from side to side
with adjustable ‘wings’ which can be
controlled with foot pedals. A control panel
allows other functionality, operating the
ShearEzy by compressed air.
Judy does most of the sheep work on the
property while Craig looks after a cropping
program on another property the Ross’s
lease at Horsham.
Judy said she loves the process of the
portable shearing plant as it makes life easy
on the rams and the shearer.
“It’s very calm and there are much fewer
concerns than with traditional shearing in a
shed,” Judy said.
“Our White Suffolk and Dohne rams
weigh 90-130kg but the ShearEzy means
there is virtually no risk to the stock or the
shearer or staff. When Allan is here I am the
only other staff required.”
Judy said other advantages of the
ShearEzy include no need for ram sedation
and the unit can accommodate a variety of
ram shapes and sizes.
“Some of the rams may be worth
$5000-$6000 so the ability to shear them
virtually ‘hands-free’ and not using sedation
is great.”
The cost to shear the rams as around
$20-$25 per head.
Kondinin Group visited the Ross’s
property while ram shearing was in
progress. The time taken to shear each ram
was about three to four minutes, which is
no different to what it would take on the
boards, according to Allan, who has been
shearing since he was 15-years-old.
“It’s just a lot easier on the shearer and
the sheep,” Allan said.
“And it eliminates so many risks which
helps keep the shearer happy.”
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Standing on the job: Shearing contractor Allan Ward from Warrnambool in Victoria with his mobile shearing plant.

Allan has had his current ShearEzy
for about two years and has made a few
modifications including making the trailer
smaller to allow better access to yards and
sheds.
The Ross’s had the ShearEzy set up to be
fed with a small set of portable yards under
cover next to the main sheep yards. A lead
up race with anti-backing panels holds three
rams (depending on ram size).
Once tipped on its back, the ram has
rear leg restraints and a neck restraint put
in place. Allan said with the foot pedal
controls he is able to easily move the ram to
allow for shearing.
“Like any shearing, it’s a matter of the

operator being familiar with his gear and
learning how to handle sheep,” he said.
He believes some producer’s mindset has
to be changed when it comes to shearing.
“With shearing, there is a big emphasis on
the need to do it faster and faster. We need
to change that and get used to taking some
care and making it easier on the shearer, the
farmer and the sheep.”
Allan also recommended that anyone who
is thinking of renovating their shearing shed
or building a new shed, should allow room
for machinery and equipment to be able to
moved in and out of the shed.
“Think of it as some future proofing,”
Allan said.
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Proway

T

he Proway bulk sheep and goat
handler holds between 20 and
30 sheep at a time. Front and
rear gates can be operated from
the rear of the machine for loading and
unloading.
When loading, the sheep walk over a
steel floor overlaid with a series of steel
pipes sleeved with polyethylene pipe and
suspended by short chain sections connected
to a large lifting frame,
Once the handler is full, the operator can
close the rear gate and actuate the hydraulic
lift ram which, by some clever geometry,
vertically lifts the lifting frame and pipe
floor overlay. The handler elevates sheep
up to 400mm off the race deck but is best
positioned with heads at around operator
hip-height. A rubber belting skirt along the
sides of the lifting frame prevents sheep legs
from getting trapped.
Operations needing animal head and back
access can be completed before moving
to the rear of the handler to actuate the
ram hydraulic and lower the lifting frame.
www.farmingahead.com.au

Fold-down operator platform.

The front gate can easily be unlatched and
swung open and closed from the rear of the
handler with a steel rod linkage handle and
more clever geometry.

© Kondinin Group – Reproduction in whole or part is
not permitted without permission. Freecall 1800 677 761

Lifting and lowering takes about two
seconds after pulling on the knotted rope
along the length of the handler. The lift
ram is driven by a 2.2kW electric drive
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hydraulic pump which requires a 15-amp
rated, 240 volt power supply.
The fixed handler is available in both 6m
and 12m lengths while the mobile version is
only available in a 6m length. Both models
are around 840mm wide.
Because the sheep are lifted, when
standing on the fold-down platform on
either side, operators report reaching across
the race to access sheep on the far side is
not difficult.
Gearing the handler up for transport
requires the attachment of a drawbar and
insertion of two torsion-block suspension
stub-axles along with associated frame
which can require some strength to position.
A roof is optionally available on fixed
models.
Fabrication is largely duragal frame
with galvanised sheet sides and hot-dip
galvanised walkways. Overall the finish
is neat and tidy with quality welding and
componentry.

Lift-bars in the elevated position.

Remote opening and swinging of the front gate.

Pricing:
6m fixed model: $17,468 including GST
12m fixed model: $29,958 including GST
6m trailing model: $26,378 including GST
More details: www.proway.com.au

THE SHEEP HANDLING EXPERTS

Clipex Sheep HandLER
MEMBER’S $29,997
MEMBER’S SAVE OVER: $3,333

• Remove stress from handling sheep
• Reduce operator fatigue
• Fastest handler on the market
Jack Glasson - NSW
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Wether trading made safe

C

ynthia Parker operates a wether
trading business with two dogs
and the occasional assistance
from her daughter.
With a number of smaller farms spread
out in the Kojonup area of Western
Australia, Cynthia has been wether trading
now for nearly 25 years and turns over
8-10,000 head per year purchased out of the
Katanning saleyards.
The target market for the wethers is the
export trade having put on some condition
and being shorn.
To induct sheep onto the farm, Cynthia
uses a set of mobile yards which hold
around 1500 head and puts every head
through the Proway bulk handler for a
drench and an ear tag. Any with signs of
pinkeye are addressed and those with horns
have them trimmed in the handler prior to
being put out into the paddock.

Cynthia’s bulk handler is located in the
middle of a set of Midland portable sheep
yards which are modified to suit and tucked
into some trees on the edge of a large cleared
paddock. She uses an 8kVA generator to
drive the electric hydraulic pump.
Previously, Cynthia had a V-conveyor
which she said required two people to
operate. But with the bulk handler, the yard
operations could now be managed by her
alone with the assistance of her dogs.
The handler takes 22-25 mediumbodied wethers or 18 large frame sheep
comfortably. Cynthia says the time saving
and restraint offered by the bulk handler
means the handler race does not need to
be jammed full and can run better by not
doing so.
The motivation for Cynthia to purchase
her first bulk handler came when she was
tagging some larger-bodied wethers and

one came back and hit her in the mouth,
causing significant injury taking six months
to recover from.
From that point, the numbers Cynthia
could confidently handle by herself
increased significantly. She can now
comfortably handle 8-10,000 per year.
Another bulk handler is located on the
home block but Cynthia reports that because
it is on a slight slope downhill, it does not
work as well as the portable unit and some
sheep put their heads down as they run in.
As a tip for anyone buying a bulk handler,
Cynthia recommends “Make sure the
handler is flat and level to get the most out
of it.”
Despite it being a transportable model,
Cynthia has only transported the handler a
couple of times and reports that some of the
components can be heavy to handle, so she
just takes her time with it.

Cynthia Parker uses her Proway bulk handler to manage around 10,000 wethers annually.
www.farmingahead.com.au
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Tepari HD4

T

e Pari’s latest handler is the
HD4 which has four-way draft
capabilities. Kondinin Group
last tested the HD3 and Te Pari
has since made a few other changes to this
model along with a HD6 model.
The HD4 has four-way draft which is
achieved by turning one of the front access
gates into a drafting gate however the gates
have been lengthened to achieve this.
Other improvements have been made
to the control panel/dashboard which now
has rotary switches instead of toggles. The
switches are made in the USA by AllenBradley. There are also some improved
functions to the control panel including a
fast drenching mode, auto release on tilt
return and auto fast mode.
There is also a new radio remote that
allows the operator to manage the side tilt
functions as well as the draft gates clamp
and release. Previously the side tilt was only
controlled by the foot pedal and the manual

No guesswork: Tom Lyons with the Te Pari T30 monitor which he uses as part of weighing and
drafting livestock on his property in south-west Victoria. Tom is pictured with George Osmond from
Hamilton Farm Equipment, who services the Te Pari. Photo: Mark Saunders

switch. Other improvements include the
auto gate, which shuts the sheep off in the
lead-up race, now has a removable plastic
sleeve, meaning the sheep can see through
the gate as it just has two steel bars behind
the plastic sleeve.
Te Pari has added an automatic backing
hock bar in the lead up race which stops
the sheep backing out but doesn’t block the
sheep in the race prior the handler.
The automatic backing hock bar is
activated when the sheep in the leadup

triggers the sensor. The hock bar then
retracts when the sheep moves into the
clamp section. The eye sensor is adjustable
and the hock bar can also be put in three
different positions to cater for small lambs.
Pricing:
Te Pari HD4 starts at $24,500
including GST.
Trailer option is an extra $7,250
including GST.
More details: www.tepari.com

OWNER CASE STUDY:

Tags and handler save big
dollars at Dundas Park

T

om Lyons says the use of
identification tags and the
ability to weigh and draft sheep
accurately is saving him tens of
thousands of dollars per year.
Tom runs a flock of 4200 composite
breed ewes joined to White Suffolk and
Highlander rams near Hamilton in southwest Victoria with the aim of turning off
prime lambs at 24-25kg carcase weight.
He introduced Radio Frequency
identification (RFID) tags about five years
ago as well as starting a sheep feedlot which
he said meant a much more attention was
required on weighing and drafting sheep.
Tom now has a Te Pari HD4 (purchased
last year) incorporated into an undercover
set of bugle yards allowing him to pay more
attention to the sheep and lambs with far
less stress.
“With the Te Pari, which has a four-way
draft, we can quickly and easily perform a
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variety of husbandry tasks such as bunghole crutching and drenching as well as
drafting,” Tom said.
“The White Suffolk rams are quite heavy
and using the Te Pari makes handling them
much easier.”
The HD4 can be lifted out of the way
with a gantry and be replaced by a more
traditional race or pregnancy scanning gear
when required.
Tom also uses the Te Pari for drafting
according to sheep pregnancy status when
used in conjunction with the RFID tags.
“We can draft the ewes by code and it
works beautifully,” Tom said.
“We use Alflex tags, the data generation
is excellent with the eID panel being easy
to adjust. The Te Pari T30 monitor is clear
and easy to use and being able to remotely
access the system and back it up to the
Cloud are great features.
“The foot pedal controls are handy too,

No jump: An anti-jump bar is a good feature
of the Te Pari according to Tom Lyons.

but I find the handheld remote is a little
bulky.”
The yards are set up for the sheep to feed
into the HD4 in a clockwise direction and
Tom said the ability to work on either side
of the Te Pari was a big plus.
“We also like the anti-jump bars and the
auto release when a sheep is tipped back to
vertical from horizontal.”
A portable Heiniger shearing plant is
mounted near the TePari and Tom has plans
to soon introduce the Te Pari drench gun
which measures and delivers the drench
according to an individual sheep’s weight as
measured in the HD4.
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oading ramps can sometimes
be overlooked when it comes to
building and refurbishing yards
but they are one of the most
important considerations when it comes to
moving stock efficiently and safely.
Industry is currently working on
developing a new Standard for loading/
unloading ramps and forcing yards to
improve safety for workers in the supply
chain including producers, handlers and
transporters.
The Australian Livestock and Rural
Transporters Association (ALRTA)
published a Guide for Safe Design of
Livestock Loading Ramps and Forcing
Yards in 2015 and the guide is basis of the
new ramp Standard being developed.
The ALTRA guide was developed in
consultation with producers, transporters,
feedlots, saleyards, exporters, equipment
manufacturers, welfare groups and safety
authorities.
The guide covers all aspects of ramp
design and installation including an
emphasis on keeping people and livestock
separated (with the use of non-slip, external
walkways and externally-operated slam shut
gates, for example).
Livestock & Rural Transporters
Association of Victoria president and
livestock carrier John Beer said there are no
excuses for loading ramps that are not up to
scratch.
“It’s 2020 and I still unfortunately have
to shake my head at some properties we
arrive at with the condition of their loading
ramps,” Beer said.
www.farmingahead.com.au

“Trucks are bigger now and can be up to
four decks and we can’t be expected to back
across roads or have to back the truck up
every time the ramp is raised to fill the next
deck on the truck,” he said.
“Better and safe facilities that promote
the segregation of stock and people provide
good outcomes for the stock and the people
that have to handle the stock.
“Simple things like having good access
for trucks and adequate lighting can make a
big difference. Other things like slam shut
gates are also great. You can’t be loading
stock and be expected to use a chain and
hook to secure a gate.”
Beer is also a big proponent of stock flow
which means careful consideration of yard
design.
“Get advice from professionals and read
the current ramp Guide. Build it once and
get it right.”
ALRTA vice president and chair of
the ALRTA National Animal Welfare
Committee, Mick Debenham, echoed Beer’s
sentiments that following the ALRTA guide
will improve worker safety and animal
welfare.
“Loading ramps and forcing yards
are the most dangerous part of livestock
handling facilities. In 2020, livestock
producers, handlers and transporters can
no longer accept the unnecessary risk of
crushing, lacerations and slips, trips and
falls, and tragically, sometimes death,”
Debenham said.
“There is consensus within the industry
that improved safety can be best achieved
by keeping livestock and people separated,
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a guiding principle that is reflected in
the ALRTA National Ramps Guide. By
improving safety for workers, we also
improve the safety and welfare of our
livestock – the two go hand in hand,”
he said.
“The Guide is strongly supported by the
livestock supply chain and has been used as
the basis for developing a draft Australian
Standard. Those who have followed the
National Ramps Guide will generally meet
the new standard.”
Another driver of the development of the
new Standard has been recommendations
by the Victorian Coroner following an
investigation into the death of a livestock
transport operator.
The Victorian Coroner recommended
“That Standards Australia consult with
relevant stakeholders as to the feasibility
and desirability of developing a single
Australian Standard applicable to the
construction, inspection and maintenance
of livestock ramps and the induction to
premises containing such ramps.”
Following the Coroner’s findings,
the ALRTA applied to Standards
Australia proposing the development
of an Australian Standard for Livestock
Loading/Unloading Ramps and Forcing
Yards.
A draft of the ramp standard can be
downloaded from https://bit.ly/2xB4cAY
The draft is available for public comment
until 27 April 2020.
The ALRTA ramp guide is available in
both hardcopy and electronic formats at
www.alrta.org.au
No. 123 April 2020 Research Report
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Safety efforts ramped up
for national standard
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Industry push: Industry is working on a national
standard for livestock loading/unloading ramps and
forcing yards. Photo: Mark Saunders
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Browse through our variety of
practical manuals, the popular
Workshop Series, educational
resources about farming and
agriculture and much more on
the Kondinin Group Bookstore!

www.kondininbookstore.com.au

